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We are planning to create an electronic LSP-dictionary for the mathematical eld of graph theory. In mathematics a special purpose language in
the sense of (Roelcke, 2010) is used.
A bilingual corpus in German and English is the basis for the dictionary.
It is composed of textbooks, scientic papers and lecture notes (DE: 21.000
types, 483.000 tokens, EN: 10.000 types, 379.000 tokens). The selection of
texts is based on the bibliography used in the lecture. Additionally, we
carried out a survey with 40 mathematics students of graph theory to nd
out which sources they use during their studies, and included further texts
after a qualitative analysis.
The purpose of the dictionary is to help mathematics students to improve
their academic writing regarding terminology, because they have to deal with
two challenges in their writing process: First, they write their theses in
German, but most of the sources are in English. Therefore they have to nd
German equivalents; this is made even more dicult by the fact that a lot
of mathematical terms are also used in the general language (Hischer, 2010),
but equivalents are not always straightforward; for example, the German
equivalent for complete in graph theory is vollständig but not komplett.
Secondly, the students have to learn the meaning of the terms. We intend to support this by means of an ontology. To examine the eect of the
dictionary and ontology use theses will be analyzed with regard to the usage of terminology from a quantitative and a qualitative perspective. So we
build two more corpora which contain theses written with and without the
dictionary. The dictionary will be used for an intervention study.
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Besides the alphabetical access, the dictionary will also provide thematic,
onomasiological access; it will contain lemmas in German and English, related
terms and equivalence statements. The lexicographic results of Bergenholtz
et al. (2008), Bothma et al. (2017), Fuertes-Olivera and Tarp (2014) and
Giacomini (2015) are theoretical bases considered in the creation process.
In respect of terminology we refer to Faber et al. (2016), Faber and Castro
(2014), Faber et al. (2011), Bergenholtz and Kaufmann (1997), Kaufmann
and Bergenholtz (1992).
We aim to achieve a highly automated creation process for the dictionary.
Therefore we are identifying denition patterns and associating with each
pattern a certain (semantic) relation (cf. Table 1 for an example). The
relations are based on GermaNet but domain-specically adjusted (Kunze
and Lemnitzer, 2007). In the next step, the terms will be extracted with
the aid of the patterns and can be used for directly creating an ontology (cf.
Meyer, 2001, Barnbrook, 2002).
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Pattern
If-clause N1 is called N2
N1 is called N2 If-clause
N is called ADJ
N1 is called N2
ADJ N1 is called N2
ADJ N1 is called N2
ADJ N1 is called N2
N1 of N2 is called N3 If-clause

Relation
N1 is-hypernym-of N2
N1 is-hypernym-of N2
ADJ is-attribute-of N
N1 is-synonym-of N2
ADJ is-attribute-of N1
(ADJ N1) is-synonym-of N2
N1 is-hypernym-of N2
(N1 of N2) is-hypernym-of N3

Table 1: Pattern is

called
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